Parents Feedback for Cook with Dad for Class IV Aquamarine
Cooking with Dad Report
-Sunayna Andrade and Prem Andrade
We were both excited about this event and looking forward to it. Both of us are avid watchers of
Masterchef Australia and love to see such cooking shows. As a result we were both excited to take part in
this event. The night before we prepared the things we would carry for the event. We packed our aprons,
the cutting board, knives, and decoration items and so on.
We also discussed what could be the possible ingredients and dishes we could prepare. There was a great
sense of excitement and anticipation.
The next day we arrived at the school. We were amazed to see the number of participants, both children
and fathers. They were a lot of staff to guide us through what were the rules and how we were to go
about the event. There was a good list of healthy ingredients like fruits and other healthy food including
some nice seasoning material to create an innovative dish. We decided to create a healthy fruit salad plus
a corn chat. I focused on the chat while Dad focused on the fruit salad. We had a good time, peeling,
cutting and were busy talking as we created our dish. There was a lot of enjoyment and a feeling of
spending good quality time with each other.
We finally were done with the dish and called it "Fruity Chit Chat". It involved surrounding the corn chat
with well decorated assorted fruit pieces.
We described it as follows
In the middle of the orchard
We sat and Chit Chatted.
Aah....Bliss!
What a amazing time we had. Thank you Orchid School.
Cook with your child
A novel idea that was beautifully executed by the staff and management of TOS. It was a fantastic
experience where I got to meet some of my friends that I have made over the years and gave me an
opportunity to make more. This experience made me realize the talent that each of the fathers possess
but hardly get an opportunity to execute it.
The judging by the school council was a pleasant surprise and something unique that I had not seen
before. Of course finally the excitement that was seen on the faces of the children. They were not only
excited but also responsible. They demonstrated the zest for cooking in them and took care of everything
that was required for a successful cook-off.
It is a memory that both Saanjh and I will cherish for a very long time. Thank you TOS for the opportunity
to cook and spend time with my child.
Thank you and continue the amazing work.

